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Market update – March vs. April
March 2020

April 2020

Source: REIT AsiaPac
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AREITs struggled across the board…in March

Source Bloomberg 31/03/20

▪ Key theme: indiscriminate / panic selling
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April rebound after being savagely oversold

Source Bloomberg 30/04/20

▪ April AREITs +13.7%. Key drivers - government stimulus provided confidence driving performance for
childcare names. Leasing code of conduct seen as a fair way to share pain between landlord & tenant.
▪ May drivers - rebound in consumer spending/pent up demand. Further recovery as signs of re-opening
begins (AREITs +1.36% vs. Equities -0.96%)
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Australian equities impacted across all sectors – some more than others

Source: Bloomberg 11/05/20

▪ March blood on the streets in Australia but pain wasn’t evenly shared
▪ AREITs performed poorly due to earnings concerns, high offshore ownership and falling A$
▪ Strong Government stimulus and recognition of overselling has seen global equities markets rally
• April saw AREITs return 13.7%, outperforming the broader Australian market by 4.7%
• May is seeing continuation of strength as isolation rules are relaxed and optimism of recovery grows
▪ Some sectors/industries face uncertainty post C19 which may not fully reflected in pricing
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MARKET OUTLOOK
AND POSITIONING
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Australian Sector Outlook – Covid implications vary
Sector

View

Comment

Office

Stable/
Mixed

Strong white collar demand in Australia. Office never benefits from sharp economic slowdown. Tenant specific
but Govt/Corp able to pay rent. Some SME’s facing pressure with abatements/deferrals providing support.
Productivity/collaboration benefits being recognised the longer lock-down goes on.

Industrial

Good

Online spike (for those not experiencing supply chain issues) with further structural shift/growth (bought forward).
Distribution centres in demand. Inventory levels may be increased long term due to failings requiring more space.

Retail

Weak

Centre/tenant specific. Discretionary (supermarkets/pharmacy) vs. non (F&B/Apparel/Others).
National/international tenants have balance sheet to pay rent. Small may face questions on long term business
model. Shutdown length, Govt support, Tourism other factors in speed of recovery.
Landlords have strong balance sheets, some raising capital (CQR/SCA) or retaining earnings (SCG no interim
distribution) to ensure ongoing viability.

Childcare

Stable

Essential service and important part of recovery phase. Operators re-emerge backed by strong Govt support.

Pubs

Stable

Short term impact driven by length of shut down. Tenant covenant strong so once social distancing stop will reopen/pay rent.
Transaction volumes to fall, unemployment up. Mortgage defaults? New devel to plummet. New lending

▪Residential
IncreasedMixed
cash holdings
restricted but low cost/affordability up.
Rural

Good

Demand for primary produce remains strong. Export/import implications for some operators but rent will be paid.

Storage

Mixed

Weak consumer sentiment and economic volatility could place downwards pressure on rates and occupancy.

Service
Stations

Good

Essential service that has continued to trade. Strong tenant covenants.
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AREIT Fund positioning
▪ The Fund’s stock & sector allocations remain constantly under review with consideration of the income
and risk objectives
▪ Key portfolio changes over 2019 and 2020:
o 2019 reduce non-discretionary retail exposure
o Feb/Mar >5% cash to reduce market exposure and provide cash for repositioning
o Reduce discretionary retail holdings in SCG/VCX/URW
o April redeploy cash into industrial, office, service station and non-discretionary retail names
Dec 18

Dec 19

Feb 20

Mar 20

Apr 20

Retail

60.4%

51.9%

49.0%

37.2%

38.9%

Office

20.3%

23.6%

25.8%

29.6%

28.6%

Industrial

13.4%

13.5%

13.9%

17.3%

16.7%

Non-index

3.4%

2.8%

4.1%

3.7%

3.6%

Cash

2.4%

3.1%

3.3%

8.2%

3.3%

Note: figures may not add to 100% due to classification
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Top most asked
questions
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by APN Property Group (ASX:APD) comprising APN Property Group Limited (ACN 109 846 068) and APN RE Limited (ACN 627 612 202,
AFSL No. 510685) as responsible entity for APD Trust (ARSN 629 330 007) (APN) and APN Funds Management Limited (APNFM) (ACN 080 674 479, AFSL No. 237500).
APNFM is a wholly owned subsidiary of APN Property Group Limited and the responsible entity and issuer of the APN Property Group products. This presentation contains
summary information about APN, APNFM and one or more of its funds. Information contained in this presentation is current as at 8 April 2020. This presentation comprises general
financial advice only. In preparing this presentation, APN and APNFM did not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular
person. This presentation is for information purposes only and only intended for the audience to who it is presented. Accordingly, before acting on the general advice, prospective
investors should consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. Before investing in a product, prospective investors
should read the relevant disclosure document in full, obtain individual financial advice and assess whether an investment is appropriate in light of their own financial circumstances.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer of interests in APNFM’s funds to investors. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.
Offers of units in APNFM’s range of funds are made in the relevant fund product disclosure statement (PDS). You should consider important information about risks, costs and fees
in the relevant PDS. Anyone wishing to apply for units will need to complete the application form attached to the relevant PDS. APNFM manages the funds and will receive
management fees as set out in the relevant PDS.
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements regarding future events. Any forward-looking statement included in this presentation involves subjective judgment and
analysis and is subject to significant uncertainties, risks and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of, and are unknown to, APN and its related bodies corporate,
shareholders or respective directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors (collectively, Related Parties). Such forward-looking statements are based on assumptions and
contingencies which are subject to change without notice. They are provided as a general guide only and are not guarantees or predictions of future performance. There can be no
assurance that actual results will not differ materially from those expressed in the statements contained in this document and neither APN nor APNFM undertakes any obligation to
revise the forward-looking statements included in this document to reflect future events or circumstances.
The forward‐looking statements only speak as at the date of this presentation and, other than as required by law, APN, APNFM and their Related Parties disclaim any duty to
update forward looking statements to reflect new developments.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, APN, APNFM and their Related Parties make no representation and give no assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to, and
take no responsibility and assume no liability for, the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or omission, from any information, statement or
opinion contained in this presentation.
APN and APNFM disclaim all liability and responsibility for any direct or indirect or consequential loss, damage, cost, expense, outgoing, interest, loss of profits or loss of any kind
which may be suffered by any recipient through relying on anything contained in or omitted from this document. This material shall not be reproduced or used for any other purpose
without the express permission of APN.
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